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Multi-parameter search in CMGDS 
General Information 
The multi-parameter search of CMGDS data holdings is available from: 

https://cmgds.marine.usgs.gov/multi-search.php 

CMGDS is the public interface to the database known as Compass which is the inventory system for the 

Coastal and Marine Hazards and Resources Program (CMHRP). The system itself is not intended to store 

the data acquired by the CMHRP research, but instead point to the data. 

A large component of what CMHRP does revolves around field work, hence the ability to search the 

system by activities as well as datasets. The ability to search by datasets is a relatively new functionality. 

One reason for this added functionality is the growing number of datasets produced by CMHRP that are 

not related to activities – such as coastal modeling. 

The system is in development, so some of the added functionality is still being adapted and applied to 

the older information contained in the system. 



Activities:  
Compass contains several types of “activities”. Primarily, the term activities often refers to field 

activities, where CMHRP personnel went into the field to collect data. These activities are identified by 

the last two characters being “FA”. But three other types of activities are available in Compass and 

reflect the source of the data. These three “activity” types are: donated data, contracted data, and lab 

work. CMHRP is the steward of these data. All three of these activity types are also recognized by the 

characters associated with the activity number.  

• donated data – DD: These are data that have been donated to USGS CMHRP. The sources of 

these data range from universities to oil and gas companies. 

• contracted data – CNT: These are data the USGS has contracted to be acquired. 

• lab work – LW: These data represent data generated in the lab. 

Of these three, LW is currently the least used. 

Within an individual activity, additional information is documented about the work – including 

information about the datasets associated with the activity. 

Datasets:  
Information about datasets stored in Compass can be data associated with one of the activity types, or 

data that have no relationship to an activity – such as modeling types of data. CMHRP has derived data 

that is based on publicly available information. The multi-parameter search now allows users to search 

for datasets themselves, and not just activities associated with a particular data type on an activity. 

 

Searching the database:  
The first decision of the user is to determine which type of search to perform – activity or dataset. The 

radio buttons at the top of the page provide the options. 

 

 

The top of the page also provides the user access to the User Guide (this document), a link to the older 

search form (Previous search form), as well as the email address to use in case there is a problem with 

the system. 



 

Two buttons are also available at the top of the form: 

 

• Search – to begin the search based on the criteria. This button is also available at the bottom of 

the form after the map. 

• Clear all – this button clears all search parameters, giving the user a clean slate to build the 

query again 

Other useful information associated with some of the search elements can be obtained from the 

information icon:  

 

Mousing over this icon will provide the user with some additional guidance with respect to that 

particular element. 

 

Activity Search:  
This search can be broken into 2 components, and these components can be combined: 

• Searching by information contained in the activity such as personnel, platform, free text search 

• Searching by the spatial information based on geometry that is attached to activities or datasets 

within activities 

The results returned are a list of activities in a table with some basic information, as well as a link to that 

activity where additional information is presented. 



Activity Information Search: 

 

 

Data type refers to the data types known to the system. In Compass, the data types are associated with 

equipment. Although you cannot search by equipment, you can search by the data type associated with 

that equipment. The value has to be selected from the drop-down menu. 

Date allows activities to be search by a range of years. Or if only a start year is supplied, then only 

activities occurring in that year are returned.  

Person refers to any person in the Compass contacts lists that would be listed on the activity. The caveat 

with this search is that you have to let autofill assist you as it requires an exact match. Only one person 

can be entered at a time. 

Platform originally referred to the ship on which the data were acquired. However, as the research in 

CMHRP has evolved, not all activities use a ship. Some of the work is done “on foot”. As with the Person 

search, you have to let autofill assist you as it requires an exact match. Only one platform name can be 

entered at a time. 

Contains the following text label provides an input box where the user supplies text. All the text fields 

of an activity for any terms listed in this field will be search using those terms. The activity fields 

searched include purpose, description, information derived, comments, start port, end port, location, 

and summary. 



The Science Center drop-down allows a user to filter by the originating center. CMHRP is comprised of 3 

science centers: 

• Pacific Coastal and Marine Science Center (PCMSC) in Santa Cruz, California 

• St. Petersburg Coastal and Marine Science Center (SPCMSC) in St. Petersburg, FL 

• Woods Hole Coastal and Marine Science Center (WHCMSC) in Woods Hole, MA 

Historically, activities originate in one of the three centers. Although there is cooperative work which 

will result in each center having an activity for the work. 

The Field Activity refers to the activity designation, or alias (if it has one). If a user knows the activity 

they are looking for, this is a quick shortcut. 

 

Activity Geometry Search:  
This search behaves the same way whether you are searching activities or datasets. 

 

All activities have a bounding box associated with the activity. Much of the work done by CMHRP is 

poorly represented by a bounding box – as that box doesn’t necessarily accurately represent the actual 

areas of data collection. However, the system now has the capability to have more precise types of 

geometry such as footprints, but not all activities have this more precise representation so default to the 

bounding box. 



Additionally, individual datasets can have an associated geometry. This geometry is intended to be 

representative of the dataset and can be a footprint, simplified lines, or points. 

Some older datasets have the same geometry applied to the field activity and all the datasets, without 

regard to applicability. Slowly this is changing and the ability for the system to handle multiple 

geometries is improving. 

There are 3 ways the user can employ a geographic search: 

• Enter bounding box coordinates 

• Provide a GeoJSON feature geometry in the text box (cut and paste the text). The geometry 

must be in a geographic coordinate system. 

• Draw a rectangle on the map 

The user can then specify which of the available options they want to do the geographic search based 

on: 

• Activity bounding box 

• Activity geometry 

• Dataset geometry 

In the event the user selects Dataset geometry, the results will return the activity containing the dataset 

that intersects the search geometry. 

 

Activity Search Results:  
Once all the search parameters are entered and the search button pushed – the results (if there are any) 

will display. For example: 

 

The list of activities and other pertinent information available about the activity are displayed in the 

table including the textual description of the activity location, start date, end date, principal 

investigator(s), platform, and activity name. It’s possible for some of the fields to be blank which 

indicates that information is not available from the field activity. 

If the textual description of the location information is italicized, mousing over the information will 

display the full text of the location information. 

The user can click on the activity name to be taken to the activity page for additional information. 

 



Dataset Search:  
This search can be broken into 2 components, and these components can be combined: 

• Searching by information contained about the dataset such as the dataset contact, data type 

associated with the dataset, and free text search 

• Searching by the spatial information based on geometry that is attached to activities or datasets 

within activities 

Dataset Information Search:  
 

 

 

Data type refers to the data types known to the system. In Compass, the data types are associated with 

equipment. Although you cannot search by equipment, you can search by the data type associated with 

that equipment. The value has to be selected from the drop-down menu. 

Date is actually associated with the activity and will only return datasets that are associated with 

activities. The date is not directly related to the dataset itself. Not all datasets are associated with 

activities. 

Dataset contact is the contact person associated with a dataset. Keep in mind that currently the system 

only allows one contact per dataset. This does not refer to authors on a data release that might include 

the data, but rather the individual identified as the dataset contact within the database. 



Contains the following text is a text search of datasets. This will search all the text fields of a dataset for 

any terms listed in this field. These fields include USGS Thesaurus keywords, description, and comments. 

The Science Center drop-down allows a user to filter by the center that is managing the dataset. 

Dataset name refers to the name associated with the dataset in the database. 

 

Dataset Geometry Search:  
This search behaves the same way whether you are searching activities or datasets. 

 

All activities have a bounding box associated with the activity. Much of the work done by CMHRP is 

poorly represented by a bounding box – as that box doesn’t necessarily accurately represent the actual 

areas of data collection. However, the system now has the capability to have more precise types of 

geometry such as footprints, but not all activities have this more precise representation. Therefore, the 

search defaults to the bounding box. 

Additionally, individual datasets can have an associated geometry. This geometry is intended to be 

representative of the dataset and can be a footprint, simplified lines, or points. 

Some older datasets have the same geometry applied to the field activity and all the datasets, without 

regard to applicability. Slowly this is changing and the ability for the system to handle multiple 

geometries is improving. 



There are 3 ways the user can employ a geographic search: 

• Enter bounding box coordinates 

• Provide a GeoJSON feature geometry in the text box (cut and paste the text). The geometry 

must be in a geographic coordinate system. 

• Draw a rectangle on the map 

The user can then specify which of the available options they want to do the geographic search based 

on: 

• Activity bounding box of an activity associated with a dataset (omits datasets that aren’t 

associated with activities) 

• Activity geometry of an activity associated with a dataset (omits datasets that aren’t associated 

with activities) 

• Dataset geometry 

Currently, not all datasets have associated dataset geometry, just as not all datasets are part of a field 

activity.  

Dataset Search Results: 
Once all the search parameters are entered and the search button pushed – the results (if there are any) 

will display. 

The dataset results can have more variety than field activity results. A dataset may or may not be 

associated with a field activity. Additionally, a dataset may be associated with more than one activity 

such as a compilation of data. The nature of the dataset affects the information in the search results. 

The following example is for a search that yielded datasets associated with a single activity: 

 

The first column is the brief dataset description. If the description is in italics, only a portion of the 

description is being displayed. Simply mousing over the information will display the full description. This 

column is followed by start date and end date. These dates come from the activities associated with the 

activity, as no dates are directly related to the datasets. This is followed by the dataset contact. The final 

column is the dataset name with the associated activity in braces Both pieces of information are 

provided as links. The dataset name link takes the user to more information about the dataset while the 

activity link takes the user to the activity page. 



Because the dataset is associated with a single activity, the start and end date information is populated 

with the field activity start and end dates. 

The next example is for datasets with no activity associate: 

 

In this case, only the link to the dataset is available, and not start and end date provided. 

The next example shows a dataset with associated activities in which one dataset is associated with 

multiple activities where the presence of the “expand” button indicates the dataset is associated with 

more than one field activity. Clicking on that button gives the list of activities as active links.  

 

Because the data are associated with more than one activity, no start and end date are provided. 

 

Activity Information: 
The display of activity information provides the user with a variety of general information associated 

with the activity. This information including but not limited to the purpose of the field work, textual 

description of location, information derived, and the platform used to acquire the data.  

 



 

In addition to the textual description of location, a map is available to display the location information 

associated with the activity. This can include the activity bounding box as well as any footprint geometry 

associated with the activity or datasets acquired as a result of the activity. 



 

The layer icon in the upper right can be used to turn geometry layers on and off to assist the user in 

identifying a specific geometry of interest. 

The bounding box of the activity is the blue rectangle, but dataset geometry associated with an activity 

can exceed the confines of the box if the dataset is a compilation of information from this activity as well 

as other activities. 

Another portion of the activity displays lists the personnel involved in the activity as well as the role they 

had on the activity. 

The personnel listing is followed by the information regarding the equipment used on the activity: 



 

 

This table indicates the equipment, how the equipment was used during the activity (if the information 

has been provided), the data types associated with the equipment, and how many datasets are 

associated with a particular piece of equipment. The equipment name is an active link that will provide 

the user with a description of the equipment (if available) and whether or not the equipment is part of 

the active equipment that is currently available for use. 

Dataset information is available from the activity page as well: 

 

This information provides the dataset name, which is also a link to a page with more information about 

the individual dataset. The equipment associated with the dataset, dataset description, and the contact 

name for additional information about the dataset. 

 



Dataset Information: 
The dataset description page includes a brief dataset description, USGS Thesaurus keywords assigned to 

the dataset, the data format, a link to the dataset as well as the metadata describing the dataset. If any 

geometry is associated with the dataset, that information can be displayed in a map. 

The dataset page is accessed through a dataset link on the field activity page, or from the dataset search 

results on the main search page. 

An example of a dataset page is as follows: 

 

 

Issues or problems: 
If there are any issues or problems, please email gs-g-cmhrp_compass@usgs.gov. 

Include a description of the problem, including any search parameters or other pertinent information 

that might be used to address and troubleshoot the issue. 

mailto:gs-g-cmhrp_compass@usgs.gov


 


